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Breakdown of the lot prep, traditional methods and materials for the construction cost of the house ▪ Lot prep and excavation $ 22,765 ▪ Foundation and exterior damp-proofing $ 19,367 ▪ All flat work $ 11,700 ▪ Lumber and labor for all framing $ 53,334 ▪ Insulation package including labor $ 9,630 ▪ Drywall and installation labor $ 15,900 ▪ Painting and staining
$ 10,000 ▪ Roofing materials and labor $ 12,073 ▪ Garage doors and system $ 3,500 ▪ Exterior trim materials $ 2,829 ▪ Siding materials and labor $ 23,000 ▪ Windows and doors material and labor $ 27,000 ▪ Flooring and tile includes labor $ 13,000 ▪ Electrical and plumbing $ 26,000 ▪ HVAC $ 13,000 ▪ Appliances, counter tops and cabinets $ 35,000 ▪
Millwork and closet shelving $ 11,000 ▪ Screen porch $ 10,000 ▪ General Contractor fee @ 6.5% $ 20,740 Total Traditional Construction $ 339,838 Land $ 41,500* Total Cost before Landscaping $ 381,338 *This is a very reasonably priced lot. Most of the land you're prepared for will cost between $75,000 and $175,000. Construction with ICF eliminates
materials and reduces construction costs as follows: Lower standard of living (below class or exposed to lower level) Elimination of labor to remove concrete molds after pouring foundation Elimination of framing lumber and fastenings to finish the inner wall of the foundation Elimination framing labor to trim the interior of the foundation wall Elimination
insulation insulation material for the foundation of the wall as external (if any) Internal Elimination of Labor to install insulation for the foundation wall Eliminating poly steam barrier and attaching to the inner wall of the foundation Elimination labor to install a poly-steam barrier Elimination polyurethane spray foam material and installation in the field of
windowsills above the class Elimination of the framing of lumber, fastening and framing labor for the exterior walls Elimination of insulation material and installation work on the interior of the envelope Use concrete and installation , pump truck, fastenings and elevators to form the outer shell Faster, safer, lighter wall construction HVAC and homeowners
insurance Because of the energy efficiency of the envelope ICF, the HVAC system has been reduced by about 16%, saving just over $2,000. Due to the strong, durable design and 2 to 4 hours of fire assessment due to the construction of the ICF, the insurance costs of the homeowner couple are expected to be reduced by almost 40%. The solution, based
on financial considerations per square foot of wall space (4,306 in this example) based on the use of ICFs, the cost for lower-level and higher class construction and materials (including ICFs, concrete, fittings and installation work) was about $9.02, which added $11,442 to the first cost of the home. Taking into account the decrease in the cost of the HVAC
system, the total additional first cost of construction with the IFF was $9,500. One of the many advantages of building an ICF is to save energy use and expense. Thinking about this benefit and the fact that their homeowner's insurance would probably be less, the couple decided not to look so much at the first cost of the house, but at what their monthly living
expenses in their home would be. Eventually they reasoned before the 30-year-old mortgage was paid, they would sell the house, and someone else would be assuming the first cost for the house. In fact, they would rent a house from their mortgage holder for the time they lived in it. Their stove and water heater will be powered by natural gas. They live in
zone 4 of the climate, where their higher heating costs are from November to April. Their heating costs in their previous home, which was not built with ICFs, were approximately 0.2 thermals per square foot per year (the stove just not including hot water). Natural gas prices were $0.79 per thermal gas. With this consumption and price level, they calculated
that their new home would cost them $500 a year for warmth. They hypothesized that building an ICF would allow them to save at least 50% of their use, which gave them annual savings of $250, which is $21 per month. Their savings on electricity for air conditioning in the summer months were 50% $41 per year or $3.50 per month. Energy savings in their
new home as a result of the construction of the ICF are projected to be about $25 a month, $300 a year and $3,000 for the ten years they expected to live in the house. So even without the savings provided by lower homeowners insurance premiums, an ICF home would cost them only $20 more per month, $240 a year or $2,400 over the ten-year period in
which they expect to live in the home. A solution based on other important factors this homeowner considered their $2,400 investment in building ICF in other important ways. They thought about security and the fact that the ICF house is a virtual bomb shelter in a tornado and will allow them enough time to evacuate their home if threatened with fire. They
thought about their health and the health of their children. ICF homes are freer than allergens caused by dust and pollen because of their high air quality. They also require less dust and vacuuming because of the less external dust-laden air penetrating their home. Insects, pests and rodents do not penetrate the walls of ICF and do not like to eat materials.
Mould and mold do not grow within the walls of the ICF, as the ICF resists moisture and does not trap it in the cavity walls as isolated frame walls do. They thought about how quiet the ICF house was and that while the rest of the construction in the construction of new housing has been completed, they will not bother the sound of construction and machinery
in their new area. And they thought about how consistent the temperature of their new home would be, there were no warm or cold spots inside, and no colder lower levels. After all, it wasn't the brain for this couple and their two boys. They decided to build their new custom home with Cellox® Performance Wall System and now the other owners have a lot in
their subdivision asking their builders how they could do the same. Score with STANDARD ICFs™ block size: 48 long, 16 high and 11 1/4 wide. 1 yard concrete fills 10.5 straight shapes 1 yard fills 13.5 angular forms How to find the number of required forms: 1) Multiply the height of the wall (in feet), along the length of the wall (in feet). 2) Subtract the area, in
the square, all window and doorways. 3) Divide the number of square feet by 5.33sq. to determine the number of standard ICFs required. Example Wall Prices Price Item PriceItem Price Item $13.95 STANDARD ICF $15.95 STANDARD ICF $17.95 STANDARD ICF $10.00 Cement $10.00 Cement $10.00 Cement $5.33 Labor $5.33 Labor $5.33 Labor $3.00
Re-bar $3.00 Re-bar $3.00 Re-bar $1.00 Pump $1.00Pump $1.00Pump $0.50 Misc $0.50 Misc $0.50 Misc $33.78Per Block $35.78 Per Block $37.78Per Block $6.34 Per sq. Ft. $6.71 Per sq. Ft. $7.09 Per sq. Ft. Costs used in the example standard ICF $13.95,$15.95 or $17.95 Concrete $100.00 per yard (1 yard fills 10.5 blocks) Labor $30.00 per hour, 5
blocks per person-hour re-bar $0.30 per foot pump is a $250 minimum, plus $3.00 per yard Misc $0.50 per block: bolts, screws, nails and glue Insulated concrete molds (ICFs) are usually purchased from a local sawmill or construction material retailer. At the time of writing, the purchase price of a regular 16 x 48 ICF unit from a local dealer is in the range of
$21-$24, depending on which region/country it has purchased in. Every home, designer, builder and homeowner is different, and there are many variables in the game that make it difficult to come up with a general rule to accurately answer that question. However, here is an example that illustrates the overall construction price of ICF given typical lumber
prices and prevailing interest rates: Below the class, that is for your basement, the total cost of an ICF built basement should be similar to a conventionally built one that is framed and insulated on an R-20 or better. Above class, walls built with ICFs can cost in the range of $5-$8/sq m more than the usual 2 x 6 stick frame wall. Now let's look at bungalows
with 2,000 sq ft of living space and 1,800 sq m above class walls. Here's what the different costs of it might look like: $150/sqm. - Budget price for building a house conditionally $300,000 - Budget price for a conventional assembly (suppose $150 / x 2000 2000 Ft. Floor area) $12,600 - Additional costs to build over rank walls with ICFs (suggest $7/sq. ft.
Premium x 1,800 sq m above class wall ) 4.2% - Premium cost build with ICFs ($312,600-$300,000)/$300,000) $59/month - Additional monthly payment to fund premium $12,600 So, in this case, if your total heating, Cooling, insurance and annual maintenance savings of more than $59/month (which are all but certain with super-isolated ICFs), then building
an ICF home will actually be LESS EXPENSIVE and cash flow positive compared to creating a lower quality, lower cost stick decorated home. It is also important to note that the cost of soft wood lumber is much more volatile than the price of ICF, so when the cost of softwood lumber spikes - as it was, for example, in spring 2018 and does again in the
summer of 2020 - the cost of regular wooden frame walls will actually be approaching the high cost of ICF walls. Here's some more food for thought. In some coastal areas, builders are now offering new homes built with Logix ICF at no additional cost compared to the same house built with main masonry walls, which is a common method of construction in
these regions. In this case, all your monthly savings will go straight into your pocket! For more information on ICF costs and how they compare, visit our frequently asked post here: Are ICF homes more expensive? Request a quote, get more information, or talk to a Logix advisor, contact us today. Today. icf construction cost per square foot. icf house cost
per square foot. icf home cost per square foot. icf basement cost per square foot. icf wall cost per square foot. icf foundation cost per square foot. icf blocks cost per square foot. icf building cost per square foot
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